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Gold Tip offers a consistent
line of quality products and
promises consumers straight,
durable and accurate carbon
shafts. “What sets us apart from
others is that our arrows maintain
their straightness better than
many of the others because of
our quality material and our man-
ufacturing process,” said Gold Tip
Sales Manager Preston Edwards
(in photo). According to Edwards,
Gold Tip is offering three new
arrow models this year. The Ted Nugent Signature Series offers
traditional Gold Tip arrow performance with a portion of the
sales of these attractive pink arrows going to the Susan G.
Komen Foundation to aid in the fight against breast cancer.
Shooters preferring a small diameter arrow will be interested in
the new Kinetic Series shafts by Gold Tip.These premium shafts
are the most advanced arrow the company has ever made.
Optimum down range accuracy was the goal when this arrow
was designed and it promises to deliver superior downrange
accuracy and maximum penetration along with excellent wind
fighting abilities. The Laser III is the company’s new crossbow
offering and fits between the Laser II and Laser IV bolts in
weight.The Laser III gives crossbow shooters yet another option
when looking to improve performance. Reach the Orem, Utah
firm at (800) 551-0541 for additional information.

Christine Nelson (left) and David Nelson of Timberline
Outdoor Adventure Television discuss the new Micro I and
Micro II Opti-Logic rangefinders with Pat Murphy, (center) vice-
president and CEO at Opti-Logic Corporation while Sales and
Marketing Manager Mike Hammel (far right) looks on. Hammel
told ArrowTrade Opti-Logic has expanded their line of Micro
and Sabre Series laser rangefinders.According to Hammel,these
units are the smallest and most technologically advanced prod-
ucts the company has ever offered. The Micro I and Micro II
rangefinders offer hunters a host of features all in a small, 3-1/4
x 2-1/2 x 1-3/8 inch package. Both models have a ballistics com-
pensation feature and multi-coated optics.The Saber Series pro-
vide 6X magnification to more accurately identify a target and,
like the Micro I and Micro II, have magnesium fluoride multi-
coated optics.The models offered in both series are waterproof
so they needn’t be babied in nasty weather.Hammel noted that
Opti-Logic was proud of the quality of their products and of

their customer service. Hammel noted each instru-
ment is hand built to exacting standards and then fully
tested before being shipped. Opti-Logic products are
made in America and are backed by a 2 year limited
warranty. Phone the company at (888) 678-4564 for
more information on these or any of the company’s
other products.

Skip King, the
product manager
at Apple Archery
(photo right) told
ArrowTrade there
was a great deal of

dealer interest in his com-
pany’s Eliminator Bow
Press. King said, dealers
could use the same press to
work on crossbows in addi-
tion to all traditional com-
pound bows because there
was no need for adapters or
other accessories. The
Eliminator is engineered for
easy set up and a dealer can change
between bow models in very little time.For
2011, Apple Archery is offering the new
Bowsmith bench tool (shown) for archers
that is similar to the popular Leatherman tool carried by out-
doorsmen. “It’s a multi-function archer’s tool designed specifi-
cally to meet the technical needs of bowhunters and target
shooters,”King explained.“With the Bowsmith, archers can carry
just one tool to tune, maintain or repair their bow, arrows or
broadheads in the field or at the range.” The tool is clamshell
packaged for retail sales and comes with a sturdy belt sheath.
Call Apple Archery at (800) 745-8190 for additional informa-
tion.

Chuck Lindeman (right in photo lower right) demon-
strates the Bow Trainer designed and developed by his
father Scott Lindeman (left) who is an avid archer and certi-
fied physical therapist. Scott Lindeman said he introduced the
product at last year’s ATA Show and, because of how well it
was received by dealers, he came back this year. “Currently,
we’re in 80 stores in 27 states and we even have a few distrib-
utors in Europe.We are extremely pleased with how our prod-
uct has been received,” Lindeman told ArrowTrade. Bow
Trainer offers shooters form specific resistance training
because it requires the user to utilize the same muscles need-
ed to draw a bow. Because of the resistance band technology,
a user can exercise
with as light or heavy
a weight as they wish.
Lindeman said the
Bow Trainer is the per-
fect training tool for
archers of any age and
level of experience. In
addition to being easy
to store, the product
comes with a detailed
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user manual and an online training program so success can
begin immediately and can continue all year long. Contact
the company at (866) 701-8867 for further information.

Quaker Boy Founder and President Dick Kirby passed
away after surgery last year but the company remains com-
mitted to building
quality game calls
with pride and integri-
ty. According to
Quaker Boy’s Ernie
Calandrelli, the new
Bulldozer Moose Call
he is demonstrating
here is one of the
most versatile moose
calls on the market
today. Calandrelli said
the Bulldozer will accu-
rately reproduce the
mating bawl of the cow, lost call of the calf and the guttural
grunts of a bull moose with very little practice. This call has a
water resistant calling surface that will work in most weather
conditions and it can even be used by placing the small end to
the lips and activated by using a hunter’s vocal cords much like
the traditional birch bark horn that has been used for ages.

Experienced turkey hunters know nothing will elicit a
response from a wary gobbler more effectively than the sound
of another tom. Quaker Boy’s new Thunderbird Gobble call is
extremely loud, high pitched and easy to carry. This call may
make the most reticent gobbler give away his location and can
be an effective late season locator call. Calandrelli said new as
well as seasoned turkey hunters will find that Quaker Boy’s new
video, Talkin’Turkey Spring and Fall, offers viewers an opportuni-
ty for learning turkey hunting secrets from three of the best
turkey hunters. Dick and Chris Kirby team up with Calandrelli to
offer viewers over 100 combined years of knowledge on hunt-
ing and calling America’s greatest game bird. Contact Quaker
Boy at (800) 544-1600 for information on any of these products
and many more.

Magnus Archery, known for offering a variety of broad-
heads for traditional, compound and crossbow users, is also in
the clothing business. Previously, the company brought out the
Ground Swat clothing line in the Ground Swat Tactical camou-
flage pattern and has now introduced their newest line –
Eclipse, reversible wear that goes from camo to black for the

ground blind hunter. Dave
Deming (in this photo) shows
how the garments reverse to
make them practical under a
variety of hunting conditions.
According to Deming,
Magnus Ground Swat Tactical
is a large format, non-situa-
tional camouflage pattern
that breaks up a hunter’s pro-
file at any distance. Its large
natural shapes and colors
blend perfectly with any envi-
ronment from prairie to

woods.“Ground Swat camo is designed not to ‘blob up’ at a dis-
tance,” Deming stated. The Eclipse line includes a full-zip fleece
jacket, long sleeve t-shirt and a full face mask. The fleece jacket
has a drawstring waist for a precise fit, two hand pockets and a
micro-fleece lining. Contact the company at (800) 720-5341.

According to T.R.U.
Ball Marketing Director
Brandon Reys, the com-
pany is introducing ten
new products for 2011.
Reys said the company
has added a new pink
camo model to its most
popular release line
including the Assassin
and HT Back Tension
Tournament release aids.
The additions  have been
very popular with T.R.U.Ball dealers and especially among target
archers. Reys noted.T.R.U. Ball is now offering a new dealer only
line in its Max Hunting Series of releases that will be available in
Mathews Lost Camo, Mossy Oak Break Up and Infinity patterns
as well as all black.The new Absolute Three Sixty release is a pre-
mier target release featuring patent pending Head-Centric
Technology (H.C.T.) combined with a 360 degree lock down
head to keep shots dead-on. This latest development in target
technology allows shooters to have a free floating head in a
thumb activated release that improves comfort and downrange
accuracy. The head stays in line as the handle rotates thus
removing torque
and peep move-
ment. Reys is
shown in the
photo with the
Max 3 release and
the new dealer-
only Axcel camo
Armortech HD
hunting sight.
These tough  sights
are offered in Lost
Camo, Realtree
APG and Mossy
Oak Break-Up
Infinity patterns
and are anodized
into the metal by
an acid dip making
the finish part of
the metal.Reys said
this process pro-
vides long term
durability and adds
incredible beauty
to the sight. “Film
dipping can chip
over time but, by
anodizing the
camo to the metal,
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it actually becomes part of the sight itself,” Reys stated.
Additional information on T.R.U. Ball products can be obtained
by calling (434) 929-2800.

Cranford Manufacturing, now located in Rockwell, North
Carolina makes a variety of quality products including tree
steps, bow hangers, camera mounts and a variety of gear hold-
ers. Dennis Hartsell and Rodney Bell bought the Cranford
Manufacturing Company from previous owners Jerry and
Dorothy Cranford in 2009 and plan to continue the company’s
reputation as a quality supplier. Holding a bow in the hand or
across the knees while hunting can become a problem after a
while. Rain, cold, or snow can easily ruin a hunt if cold hands are
encountered.That’s a good reason to hang your bow.According
to co-owner Dennis Hartsell (in photo), Cranford is now offering
the EZY Crossbow Hanger and the new EZY Double Arm Bow
Hanger for 2011 with both featuring the famous Cranford E-Z
Screw for simplified and effortless installation. New this year is
the Cranford EZY Repellent Hanger that provides a convenient
way to install the popular Therma Cell insect repellent device.To
place an order or for more information, phone Cranford
Manufacturing at (366) 284-2253.

Wildlife Research Center Marketing Director Ron Bice (in
blue shirt below) said the company is now offering a new Sweet
Mash line of intense liquid attractor sprays (at left) that deer and
other big game ani-
mals will actively
seek. Bice said the
new Sweet Mash
sprays are a blend of
high quality ingredi-
ents and come in

Sweet Acorn, Sweet Apple, Sweet Corn and Sweet Buck Mash
scents.The strong, sweet delicious aromas are augmented with
other special ingredients that enhance their attractive power for
game animals. Bice said these products make great masking
scents and they attract all season long. He noted the company’s
popular and effective Super Charged Scent Killer Spray is now
being offered in a new 12 ounce field bottle with a pistol grip
and trigger applicator to make using the product simpler.A new
packaging option provides users with a 32 ounce bottle of
Super Charged Scent Killer packaged with a 12 ounce trigger
spray bottle that provides 44 total ounces of product. This year
Wildlife Research Center is offering its popular Active Scrape in
a time release formula that will make the scent last a lot longer
and work with previous models of the company’s Magnum
Scrape Dripper. Hunters can expect 4 ounces of the new time
release Active Scrape to last two to three weeks when used in
the Magnum Scrape Dripper.

For 2011,the Minnesota company has come out with a new
line of predator attractants. Paws and Claws can enhance a call-
ing set up with a powerful, long range predator attracting scent
while the new Coyote Juice provides a more realistic set up to
any location. Coyote Juice appeals to the animal’s territorial,
curiosity and hunting instincts.Contact Wildlife Research Center
toll free by calling (800) 873-5873.

Television personalities Lee and Tiffany Lakosky were on
hand to sign autographs and talk to their legion of fans.The cou-
ple are shown here at the Wildlife Research booth.
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Jill Halliburton of Norway
Industries stands next to the
eye catching display of
Norway's new highly visible
Zeon Fusion vane. The vane
material captures and directs
the gathered light to the
vane’s edge similar to fiber
optic technology. These edge-
glow vanes make it easy for
the archer to visually track
their arrows to the target or
game under all light condi-
tions. Norway Zeon vanes are
co-extruded from two differ-
ent materials. A rigid material
which makes up the vane
body is joined with a soft base
material which allows the

vane to conform to the surface of the shaft providing excep-
tional adhesion.

Norway Industries has also teamed up with Mathews to
produce Mathews Branded Fusion Vanes which are available
in either black or white featuring the Fusion vane’s exclusive
clear base combined with brilliant metallic gold imprinting
showcasing the Mathews logo, making them the perfect
complement to any Matthew bow. Also new for 2011, Norway
is offering a series of arrow wraps with a bright modern
styling aimed at the younger market. Phone the firm at (800)
778-4755.

A new addition to VaporTrail's product line-up is its
Limb Driver Pro-V capture rest shown below by Jarrod Fondie.
The Limb Driver Pro-V was designed specifically for the
bowhunter. It features full windage and elevation adjust-
ments and incorporates all of the same features found in
VaporTrail's popular Limb Driver rest with the added ability to
fully capture the arrow. The Pro-V
works on either solid or split limb
bows and is designed to remain

upright for 60 percent of arrow travel to ensure maximum
arrow stability.

Also new for 2011 is VaporTrail's String Bats. String Bats
are approximately 1/3
lighter than conventional
silencers, are extremely
durable and are available
in multiple colors. For
information on all of
VaporTrail's products call
(800) 310-8110.

Jonathan Hart
founder of Sitka Gear
(right) shared a lighter
moment at the ATA Show
with Joel Harris, brand
manager for G5. Harris is
wearing the new Fanatic
jacket from Sitka. The
Fanatic is specifically
designed for the
bowhunter with strategi-
cally positioned pockets
including lanyard tie-offs for grunt calls and a rangefinder.The
zipper has been placed diagonally on the jacket to allow for a
full length cross pocket on the front which is accessible from
either side and makes a great hand warmer.

Sitka offers a complete line of high performance high
tech gear in which each piece stands alone yet builds on the
others when combined. Sitka's ultimate layering system is
well suited for the demanding bowhunter as well as those
who hunt under even the most extreme hunting conditions
worldwide. New for 2011 Sitka added Merino wool to its base
layers for the ultimate in comfort and warmth.

Sitka use of the Gore Optifade patterns is a complete
departure from the normal approach to camo of simply mim-

icking backgrounds. Optifade is based on animal optics
taking into account spatial frequency and color wave-
length. Optifade looks like nothing to the deer so the
wearer actually disappears from the animal's sight. Sitka
clothes are designed to keep the hunter comfortable
under all conditions enabling them to focus on hunting
and staying in the field longer under all conditions. For
information on Sitka's complete line call (877) 748-5264.
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Janet and Andrew Bogulski, owners of Black
Widow Deer Lures, were on hand to inform
dealers about their products and unique buying
program. Black Widow Lures are collected and
bottled within 24 hours, shipped in September
and guaranteed fresh. In addition to its popular
deer lure for 2011 Black Widow has added elk
and mule deer lure to its line. There is no risk to the dealer
when stocking Black Widow Lures as at the end of the year
any unsold lure can be returned for credit. Black Widow Lure's
are normally shipped in a capped bottle but are also available
in a spray bottle for easy application. A drag and scent canis-
ter has been added for 2011 (see photo). Call (352) 592-5340.

Chris Smith, national sales manager for American
Whitetail, was spotlighting American's new Cube hybrid tar-
get at the show. "The Cube is all things to the bowhunter,"
explained Smith. "It is designed with an outer shell and an
internal foam bag. The internal bag can be easily rotated to
present new material to the shooting area, allowing the inner
core to self-heal.The cube can be shot on every side with field
tips. For shoot-
ing broadheads
an optional lam-
inated foam
core is available
in standard and
heavy duty ver-
sions. The inner
bag is removed
and replaced
with the broad-
head core and
all shooting is
then taken from
the front keep-
ing the broad-
heads in the hol-
low core avoid-
ing damage to
the main target
body."   The
Cube is also suit-
able for cross-
bow bolts. For
information on
all of American

Whitetail 's targets call
(888) 233-1976.

Jon Bach of AIM
Outdoors (Accuracy
in Motion) was kept
busy talking to deal-
ers about the Whisper
Peep Lite and Whisper

Buddies. The
Whisper Peep Lite
comes in three
popular sizes with
or without a tube
but there all similar-
ity with convention-
al peeps ends. The
Whisper Peep does
not need to be
served in and will not move, a real time saver for the deal-
er. Whisper Peeps have an oblong hole for maximum light

yet present a perfectly round hole to the shooter when at full
draw. In addition the Whisper Peep's unique material also
absorbs vibration.

New for 2011 are AIM's Whisper Buddies which are cross-
bow and compound string silencers. The secret behind the
Whisper Buddies is the high tech material that absorbs the
vibration and transforms it in the form of dissipated heat.
Initial testing of the Buddies indicates they are extremely
durable as well. For information on Whisper Peep and Whisper
Buddies call (908) 735-6111.

Darton Archery's President Rex Darlington (left in photo
below) and Marketing Director Ted Harpham were all smiles
as they showed off Darton's new models for 2011 with

improved shootability and smoother force draw curves.
Darton's DualSync technology slaves the two cams togeth-
er ensuring constant synchronization, virtually eliminating
timing problems normally associated with two cam sys-
tems. DualSync also allows the changing of draw length
modules without the need of a bow press or to retune the
bow. Darton's new draw stop modules enable the shooter
to tweak the amount of cam let-off to fit their shooting
style or preference. The let-off can be changed incremen-
tally from 80 to 65 percent. Another new Darton develop-
ment is the Progressive Torque Reduction cable guard rod.
The curved rod allows the cables to move in toward the
centerline of the bow reducing cable angle as the string
angle increases during the draw cycle resulting in more
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vane clearance and less limb torque. Darton's popular 3800
with draw lengths of 25 to 31 inches is also available in a
3800SD (Short Draw) model for draw lengths between 23 and
27 inches.

The DS-600 model is on the cutting edge for an entry
level bow. It offers a machined riser, Dual Sync cam system
and a complete set of draw modules allowing the bow to be
adjusted between 25 and 30 inches, truly allowing the bow to
grow with the archer.

Darton's crossbows, like the one Harpham holds, have
undergone a face lift for 2011 with an improved stock
designed for the hunter. The new design is easy to hold and
carry as well as cock due to the repositioned angle of the
cocking cord. To learn more about Darton bows and cross-

bows call (800) 356-6522.
Shown here left to

right are Mike Mix, presi-
dent of EP Hunting, Justin
Castor of Bear Sense and
Doug Vandewater of EP
Hunting. For 2011 replace-
able blades are now avail-
able for the popular Reign
broadhead. According to
EP Hunting, the Reign
broadheads swivel blade

technology allows the head
to by-pass bone for maxi-

mum penetration. However
when a hit is centered on bone
the tip of the Reign is able to
smash right through.

EP's Red Eye Peep sight
uses a convex entrance pupil that is larger in size to gather
more light and transfer it to the shooter's eye for better aim-
ing in low light conditions. Originally available in 1/8, 3/16 and
1/4 inch sizes the Red Eye now comes in a larger 5/16 inch
size. The Red Eye comes in red, black and pink colors.

Also new for 2011 is the Kiss of Death Kisser Button with
spiral arms connecting the hub and rim. Constructed of a pro-
prietary material, the soft Kiss of Death is forgiving in the
event of any contact with the shooter's face. The kisser’s
design also provides additional string dampening and comes
in red, black and pink. For complete information on EP
Hunting products call (616) 293-2813.

Forrest Carter is shown here
demonstrating the new releases for
2011 from Carter Enterprises. Carter
introduced two new thumb releases
that are engineered to be self loading
and self closing with one simple push of

a button, nothing to flip, cock or close. As a matter of fact the
releases are named Plain 1 and Simple 1.The Plain 1 is a swept
back four finger handle with an index finger hole while the
Simple 1 is an open three finger contoured handle. Both fea-
ture a short head design for added draw length and increased
speed.

Also new for 2011 is the Slider, a new spike head style
trigger-less release that features an incremental hook adjust-
ment system.The Slider is a three finger release with the hook
positioned between the ring and middle finger which Carter
feels offers the shooter an easy draw and smooth friction free
rotation. Phone (208) 624-3467 for complete information.

Sharon Rose (at right below), the executive vice president
of Brownell and
Company, discusses
the advantages of
Astro-Flight bow-
string material with a
dealer. Rose said,
"Astro-Flight is the
next generation of
bowstring material
and is 20 percent
stronger with no
creep providing excel-
lent arrow speeds. For
2011 Astro is available
in a selection of fluo-
rescent colors. Also
new is our Fusion serving material which contains a special
coating. Once applied and burnished the serving fuses pro-
viding extended wear of up to 70 percent." 

For 2011 Brownell has added smaller 1/8 pound spools in
Astro Flight, X-Cell and Fast Flight Plus for the dealers conve-
nience. For complete information on Brownell products call
(860) 873-8625.
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John McNeill, president (left) of OL' Man Treestands
shows Steven Mackanos OL' Man's new AlumaLite CTS Grand.
The Grand is 24 inches wide and designed for the bigger
hunter or someone that just wants that extra room. OL'Man
considers the Grand one of its "three stands in one." The
Grand comes with a straight bar that extends in front of the
stand which can be removed and a second bar installed that
can be used as either a foot rest or if turned up, as a gun rest.
For the hunter seeking the ultimate in comfort an optional
high-tech seat complete with backrest is also available.

The Roost is a fixed position stand and has been a num-
ber one seller for Ol'Man for years. The Roost got a facelift for
2011 when square tubing replaced the round tubing previ-
ously used on the padded arm rest which eliminates move-
ment for a more solid feel. Silencing sleeves have been added
to cover the chain to eliminate noise and new heavy duty
padded backpack straps make carrying the stand easy and
comfortable. The Roost is now available in an all-aluminum
model weighting in at 15 pounds. For information on
Ol'Man's complete line call (888) 656-2606.

Don and Donna Priebe, owners of Hind Sight, were excit-
ed to show dealers the new
Center Shot HD from Hind
Sight. Don explained, "The
Center Shot HD features two
fiber optic cables suspended
in a magnifying lens for
unsurpassed clarity in high-
definition. The front pins of
the shooter's sight as well as
the down range target will
be enlarged for superior tar-
get acquisition. The 2X

power lens is made from the highest quality optical grade
polycarbonate material with fiber optic cable of your choice
of green, yellow, or hunter's orange. The Center Shot lens
retainer has a generous 1.25 inch inside diameter for a wide
field of view and also includes a battery operated LED to high-
light the illuminating dots for low light conditions making it
perfect for hunting or target shooting.The Center Shot is right
and left hand
reversible and will be
available as an add-on
model as well as a dual
sighting system."  For
information on Hind
Sight's complete line
of products call (734)
878-2842.

David White, presi-
dent of Hot Shot,
watches as a dealer
tries Hot Shot's Stan
Potts Signature Series
three finger thumb
release, new for 2011.
The Stan Potts
Signature Series is designed for an
ergonomic fit and has additional
surface area on the handle for
increased comfort. The multiple axis
thumb post adjustment allows for
projection, tilt and distance adjust-
ment allowing the release to be fit-
ted to any hand size or shooting
style. The Stan Potts Signature Series
is anodized to a deep red luster on
one side with a deep black finish on
the opposite side for distinctive
styling. For information on Hot Shot's

complete line
of high quality
releases call
(800) 551-
3076.

D a v i d
White is also
president of
Cajun Archery
which offers a
complete line
of bowfishing
reels, arrows, points, line and acces-
sories. New for 2011, Cajun Archery has
added the Garpoon fishing point with
spring loaded blades that deploy after
penetration in the fish. Cajun claims the
point will not plane in the water and
that it is excellent for all fish species.
Call (800) 551-3076 for information on
Cajun's complete line of bowfishing
equipment.
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David Trapp of Buck Wear
stands beside one of Buck
Wear's attractive in-store dis-
plays holding one of his latest
designs. "Sales are great,"
explained Trapp. "Even in this
slow economy Buck Wear offers
the consumer items in afford-
able price point ranges that fits
their lifestyle and allows them
to express who they are. Our fall
camo 2-Fers continue to

be a strong seller as well as our youth shirts, boys and
girls shirts and even infant wear."

"In many cases bowhunting is a family sport and
the entire family participates in one way or another,"
Trapp continued. "The shirts designed for boys, girls
and infants are popular because it allows everyone in
the family to identify with the outdoors regardless of
age. Grandparents love to buy those shirts for their
grandchildren."  

Buck Wear's attractive in-house displays are very
effective silent salesmen as well as a great way to dis-
play the product line.These displays can also be updat-
ed easily with the latest product information and styles
by simply changing out the displayed
signage. To learn more about the
opportunities with Buck Wear call
(800) 813-7708.

Tony Berry, vice president of
Berry's Manufacturing, demonstrat-
ed the VersaCradle Archery Vise.
Redesigned for 2011 the VersaCradle
quickly accepts any bow without the
need for adapters. The large positive
lock grips the bow firmly and securely
while protecting the finish at all times.

The VersaCradle's ball mount swivels 360 degrees and allows
the bow to be positioned at any angle or position all with
one-handed operation. This archery vise can be mounted
directly to the workbench or can be made portable with an
optional C-clamp mount. The product is made in the USA. To
learn more about the VersaCradle as well as other Berry’s
Manufacturing products call (800) 269-7373.

Kowa's Operation Manager Joshua Lazenby was on
hand to show dealers Kowa's complete line of quality optics.
Kowa offers optics at multiple price points allowing dealers to
meet the needs of their customers while fitting their budget,
with models ranging up to a Genesis/XD 33 binocular. Those
premium glasses boast the optical technology of the
Prominar XD lens, which has been passed from spotting
scope to binocular
along with its chro-
matic aberration free
viewing. Kowa is
planning to add a
new series of quality
optics later in 2011
aimed at the more
budget conscious
buyer. Kowa's optic
line-up includes qual-
ity spotting scopes
made in Japan like its
TSN-600 series that is
well suited for
every outdoor
activity. Call (800)
966-5692 for addi-
tional information.
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Mark Hall (in
red at right),
senior sales man-
ager for Greatree
Archery, was kept
busy with a steady
stream of dealers.
Many that were
stopping already
stock traditional
archery equip-
ment while others
wanted to learn
more about the
opportunities that selling traditional equipment offer. New
for 2011 Greatree Archery offers an ILF (International Limb Fit)
riser wood hunting bow and a new shorter 60 inch longbow
in a higher quality grade.

Greatree Archery offers hunting and target bows at eco-
nomical price points. Of special note are the Goshawk,
Highlander and Osprey which are made up of three different
risers with two different limb lengths available in a variety of
weights. All risers and limbs are interchangeable allowing the
dealer to match the customer needs as well as allowing the
customer to change limb lengths and weights on a common
riser.

Along with the steadily growing interest in traditional
hunting equipment Hall said Greatree Archery is also seeing
increased interest in its line of traditional Asian bows as well.
For information on Greatree Archery's complete line of tradi-
tional archery equipment and accessories call (860) 643-7344.

Keith Jabben, president of Precision Designed Products
(PDP), shares a lighter moment with one of his many dealers
at the 2011 ATA Show. PDP prides itself on being a one stop
center for field and target points in weights ranging from 75
to 300 grains. It also offers broadhead adapters, weight wash-
ers, nock inserts, weight adapters and the adjustable Speed
Point. Weight adapters and adjustable Speed Points were
once a well kept secret of target archers but they are gaining
in popularity as more archers are learning about the impor-
tance of FOC and how point weight can fine-tune an arrow for
maximum performance.

"More dealers are taking advantage of adjustable weight
systems for arrows because it allows them to provide an addi-
tional service for their customers," said Jabben. "People are
learning that in many cases a heavier arrow produces better
arrow flight because the arrow is more stable."

PDP's nock inserts are precision bushings that align
push-in nocks accurately while protecting the arrow shaft

from damage from arrow strikes. These nock inserts are avail-
able in a variety of sizes to fit the majority of today's popular
shaft sizes. Call (620) 331-0333 for more information on PDP
products.

Susan Harris
chats with a
dealer while
Terry Harris
checks with the
factory on prod-
uct availability.
Susan and Terry
own and operate
Jim Fletcher
Archery, an
e s t a b l i s h e d
name in archery
since 1960. Jim Fletcher Archery manufac-
tures the original TruPeep string peep as
well as a series of hunting and target releas-
es. Susan said, "For 2011 our popular .44
Caliper has undergone a jaw redesign. One
side of the jaw has been ground flat result-
ing in a smoother and quicker release that
definitely improves groups.” Call (760) 379-
2589 for more information on all of Jim
Fletcher Archery's
products.

Dustin Wardell,
account manager for
Black Gold Premium
Bowsights, is here
showing dealers the
new models for 2011.
The Vengeance is
Black Gold's top-of-
the-line sight with
three axis adjusta-
bility and four way
adjustable pins
plus micro hori-
zontal and vertical
gang adjustments.
The level is also
adjustable in the first axis and a new
fluorescent interchangeable guard
ring makes alignment through the
peep easy even in the most extreme
light conditions. The interchange-
able ring is available in Nitrous
Green (standard), Atomic Yellow and
Neon Pink. The Vengeance also uses
Black Gold's Skycoil technology
which automatically provides the proper pin brightness in all
light conditions. A new sculpted base with oversized clamp-
ing dovetail adds a stylish flair while solidly securing the sight
to the bow.

The Surge offers first and second axis adjustability, indi-
vidually micro-adjustable pins and calibrated horizontal and
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vertical adjustments. It also uses Skycoil technology, features
an adjustable level and an interchangeable fluorescent guard
ring for easy peep alignment.

The Rush, also new for 2011, is a feature packed hunting
sight that offers the dealer Black Gold innovation and durability
for under $100 MAP (minimum advertised price).

Black Gold sights are 100 percent American made and carry
a lifetime guarantee.The company also offers the dealer the
option of customizing sights according to pin size and color
arrangement. For more information call (406) 388-9060.

Vincent Grundman was dressed in a ZING! sweatshirt as he
was busy telling dealers about Flex Fletch's new fletching
primer and super glue.The primer is applied with a brush to the
base of any vane cleaning the vane while ensuring faster drying
time and final cure.
The primed vane is
then applied to the
arrow shaft by using
ZING! Superglue or
ZING! Superglue
HD. The HD version
is a quick set rub-
berized glue suited
to handle extreme
variations in tem-
perature, humidity
and impact.

Also new for
2011 is the Silent
Knight crossbow
vane. While the
Silent Knight can be
used on any arrow
as its name implies
it was designed specifically for
crossbows. Its shield shape
comes in 2 and 3 inch sizes and
is made with a stiffer version of Flex-Fletch's original formula.
These lighter vanes provide sufficient steerage while resulting in
an increased FOC which in turn provides increased accuracy
and downrange penetration. Also from Flex Fletch are Glow
Vanes. Glow Vanes are charged by exposure to sunlight and
contain a blend of fluorescent pigments which provide maxi-
mum visibility in all stages of light for up to 12 hours. To learn

more about Flex Fletch
products phone (800)
626-3844.

New for 2011 is
the Manta Crossbow
Case that Plano added
to its extensive line of
gun,bow,and accesso-
ry cases. Sean
Wheatley, marketing
manager for Plano, is
shown here with the
new Manta case.
"Plano brings cross-
bow storage to a new

level with the release of the Manta case," said Wheatley.
"Stocking the cases required for the wide variety of crossbow
designs on the market has been challenging for the dealer.That
problem is solved with Plano's Manta case which accepts virtu-
ally all sizes and configurations of crossbows on the market
including even the wider recurve crossbows. It is truly a one size
fits all solution allowing the dealer to stock one case that will fit
all of his crossbow sales.The Manta is a hard case with plenty of
storage and it is airline approved."

Also new for 2011 is Plano's new soft crossbow case made
from high density foam with an attractive eye-catching RealTree
AP and Black exterior.To learn more call (630) 552-3111.

Pape's Vice President Malcolm Snyder is flanked here on
the left by Earlene
Shirley and on the
right by Vicki Bell, who
were on hand from
the large Louisville,
Kentucky distributor
to assist dealers and
answer questions.

"We have made
major changes in our
computer system the
past year," explained
Snyder. "Our aim was
to streamline order
entry and provide
more access for the
dealer to their
account and purchase
history. We are also
upgrading our web
site to be more user
friendly and easier to
navigate."

"Pape's ships
worldwide and orders placed by 3 p.m. go out the same day,"
Snyder continued. "Our central location geographically pro-
vides our dealers one day service over 70 percent of the coun-
try."  Contact Pape's at (502) 955-8118.

Sara Weissenfluh, plant manager for Delta Sports
Products, told ArrowTrade about Delta's Riverbottom series
deer targets. "The
R i v e r b o t t o m
series is built to
last and with four
different models
to choose from
there is an option
for every budget,"
said Weissenfluh.
"The retail friendly
packaging is
designed to help
the dealer create a
display with the
e a s y - t o - s t a c k
attractive carton."
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That’s the plant
manager next to the
Riverbottom series
on the ATA Show
floor. New also from
Delta for 2011 is the
Bully Buck decoy
(inset photo) which
is endorsed by
Hunter's Specialties.
The three dimen-
sional decoy is made
from lightweight
foam for easy carry-
ing and its removable antlers allows
it to be set up as buck or doe. The
ears can be laid back for an aggres-
sive look adding striking realism.
Complete with step-on ground
stakes and an orange carrying case,
Bully Buck can be easily transported
to the hunting site and set up in
minutes. Call (800) 708-0673 for
more information.

McKenzie, well known for a full
selection of 3D targets, has added the LIL Mack and Mack
Daddy deer targets to complement its popular E-Z Mack deer
target.This series of deer targets gives the dealer a wide selec-

tion of price
point targets
aimed at the
bowhunter look-
ing for realistic
backyard prac-
tice.

With cross-
bows growing in
popularity across

the county McKenzie now offers a
wide selection of crossbow targets
in various sizes and price points.
Included in the line is McKenzie's
crossbow discharge target.
Measuring 11.5 inches by 14.5 inch-
es by 7.5 inches the target is
designed
for close
r a n g e

crossbow discharge at the end of a
day's hunt. Small and light enough
to carry in a car or truck and eco-
nomically priced, it is an easy choice
for the crossbow user. For full infor-
mation on McKenzie's complete
line of targets call (800) 708-0673.

Vice President Leo Grant (left)
and Paul Liss, both of Kwikee
Kwiver, hold up two versions of
Kwikee Kwiver's extensive line of

bow quivers. Kwikee Kwiver is an old established name in the
archery industry. All of its products are all made in the USA
and carry a lifetime warranty.

Lost Camo AT and Mossy Oak Break
Up Infinity are new patterns available
this year on Kwikee Kwiver quivers bring-
ing the total number of available pat-
terns to eight and allowing the dealer to
satisfy any customer who wants a match-
ing quiver for his bow.

Also new for 2011 is a simple tree-
stand bracket that allows a second quiver mount to be added
to a tree stand without drilling. The mounting bracket is fully
adjustable as to position and can be easily removed and relo-
cated. This item will make a great add-on sales item for deal-
ers. For 2011 Kwikee is also offering a field tip with a rounded
nose for added safety and VSC, a vibration dampening tread
compound.VSC does not lock the threads but resist loosening
by vibration and will have multiple uses for the dealer. Phone
(800) 346-7001 for information on all of Kwikee Kwiver's prod-
ucts.

Pete Roemer (left) and Bob Link (far right) of Trueflight
Feathers seemed to be really enjoying themselves as they
told a steady stream of dealers about the advantages and sell-
ing opportunities
that feathers offer.
"There is the strong
traditional side but I
am seeing approxi-
mately one half of our
sales going to com-
pound bow shoot-
ers," said Link.
"Feathers offer many
advantages for the
archer; they are
lighter, more forgiving, fast and have less drag when com-
pared to a plastic vane. We also have reduced the size of our
feather packs making it more affordable for the dealer to
stock a variety of different sizes and colors."

Trueflight Feathers are available in a wide selection of
lengths, shapes and colors. including full length fletch that
can be used for flu-flu shafts as
shown. New for 2011 it offers a
2 inch shield back model below
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that is patterned after the popular Blazer vane. Phone (715)
543-8451 for complete information on Trueflight Feathers’
products.

Glen Helgeland,
president of Target
Communications, is
the brains behind the
Deer and Turkey
Expos. The series held
in Michigan, Ohio,
Illinois and Wisconsin
each year is so popu-
lar Helgeland tells
exhibitors they cover
40 percent of the deer
hunting market.

"Our Expos spe-
cialize in grassroots

face to face marketing opportunities for manufacturers and
dealers," stressed Helgeland. "We attract a dedicated audi-
ence (over 90,000 per year) of opinion leaders who talk about
what they see. Our attendees want to know about hunting in
their areas and they are constantly looking for products and
services to help them be successful. For 2011 we are stressing
women's hunting apparel and related gear. With more and
more women entering the sport of hunting, products are
being aimed at this growing market segment."  To learn more
about how becoming a part of the expo series can help your
business call (800) 324-3337.

At left Randy
Phillips, presi-
dent of Arizona
Rim Country
Products and
manufacturer of
the Arizona E-Z
Fletch, holds the
Bolt fletching jig
new for 2011.
The new product
is also shown in
the  inset photo.
"With the grow-
ing popularity of

crossbows the time has come for a
fletching tool designed specifically
for crossbow bolts and large diame-
ter shafts," said Phillips. "The Bolt
does that plus it also takes advan-
tage of the latest technology. The
Bolt fletching jig has been designed

to apply a unique radical helical to a 2 inch vane that actually
stiffens the vane and creates more torque in flight. Short
vanes are required due to the width of the track groove on
the crossbow. This combination stabilizes the crossbow bolt
immediately, drastically improving accuracy with both field
points and broadheads."

For conventional arrows and the popular Blazer style
vanes the Arizona E-Z Fletch Mini fletching jig is specifically

designed for carbon arrows and vanes up to 2-1/4 inch in
length. The Mini provides the maximum helical with a small
vane for faster stabilization and increased accuracy. All of the
Arizona fletching jigs apply three fletch at one time for quick
and easy fletching. Call (480) 961-7995 for complete informa-
tion.

President
Greg Abbas
( s t a n d i n g )
and Sales and
M a r k e t i n g
Director Bob
Lindquist (sit-
ting) are
shown here
e x p l a i n i n g
the selection
from A-way
H u n t i n g
Products to
an interested dealer. They include hunt-
ing videos, turkey and deer calls and
Scent Web, a biodegradable scented web
in a spray can. The push of a button
sprays the scented web over tree branch-
es and brush for an effective and long
lasting scent presentation that is regen-
erated with moisture. The scent is avail-
able in doe, buck,
vanilla, acorn and
apple.

Seen in the
inset photo The
Bowgrunter is a
grunt call that the
hunter can pin to
his jacket with the
mouthpiece locat-
ed where it can be
easily reached,
leaving both
hands free.
Another version is
the Dual Grunter
that can be used
as described or
with the addition
of a mouthpiece
can be hand held
if desired. Both
will be shortly
available in camo
versions.

Another hot
item from A-way
Hunting Products
is its Turkey Skinz
decoy cover.
Turkey Skinz con-
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sists of a fully feathered turkey cape with real feathers that
can be quickly draped over an existing turkey decoy. Turkey
Skinz offers the look of a taxidermy mount without the cost,
bulk or weight. Call A-way Hunting Products at (989) 435-
3879.

Kelsey Tedeschi,
marketing manager
for ElectronicData
Payment Systems,
was on hand to help
dealers understand
the ins and outs of
credit card process-
ing and check guar-
antee services.
ElectronicData Payment Services is experienced in the
archery industry and understands how it works. Beginning in
2003 they partnered with the Archery Trade Association to
educate and empower members to make the right decisions
for their business. To learn more about credit card processing,

check guarantee ser-
vices and gift and loyal-
ty programs for your
business call Electronic
Data Payment Systems
at (866) 578-9740.

Rocky Crawford of
the Maximus
Crossbow Company is
shown holding the
Bonesplitter 175 pound,
310 fps model. Maximus
also offers a
Bonesplitter 150 pound,

290 feet fps model and a Big Buck 150 pound, 250 fps model.
All Maximus crossbows come in a Tru Timber camo and are
available in the Blackout Series which features a full matte
black finish for those hunters that will be hunting from an
enclosed ground blind. The Big Buck is also available in a Big
Doe Pink Camo for the female hunter. All hardware is Nyloc-
treated to prevent being loosened by vibration. Phone (800)
663-0359 for complete information on Maximus crossbows.

Scott Mackie, president of Mid-Atlantic Archery
Products, and his daughter Jordan were on hand to tell the

dealers about the
product line for
2011. "The TriVan
rest continues to
be a good seller
for us," he said.
" B o w h u n t e r s
embrace the
advantages of the
Vanishing Arm
Technology of the
TriVan Rest which
gives total arrow
containment at
any angle during

the draw cycle yet vanishes
from the arrow's path com-
pletely upon the shot giving
friction-free arrow flight." 

For 2011 Mid-Atlantic
added to its popular line of
Crimson Talon broadheads
using Spin-Tite technology
the V4. The V4 is a four bladed
cut-on-contact head that
comes in a 100/125 grain combination head. The 125 grain
model has a 25 grain removable weight collar built in.
Removing the weight collar reduces the broadhead weight to
100 grains giving the customer two heads in one. The design
of the V4 is great for dealers and consumers alike. For the
dealer one SKU actually covers two heads. The consumer has
the advantage of using two different weight broadheads for
two different set-ups as the lighter weight offers greater
speed and the heavier weight
offers greater FOC balance. Call
Mid-Atlantic Archery Products
at (410) 658-9660 for full infor-
mation.

Butch Thomas, national
sales and marketing manager
for Morrell Manufacturing,
shows the new Buckshot tar-
get to Ken and Alicia Peters of
The Sure Shot, located in
Alexander City, Alabama.

"The Buckshot Series is the
only target series on the mar-
ket to be designated 'Pro
Series' targets," said Thomas.
"Now dealers will have their
own private label target that
they can carry with pride:
Buckshot Series Targets by
Morrell. Morrell quality cou-
pled with superb eye appeal
and even better wallet appeal
will make this combination a must-have for archery shops this
season." 

"The Buckshot Field Point Target is dressed in eye-catch-
ing orange with bullet hole bull's-eye patterns, and a killer
new Buckshot logo," Thomas continued. "The Multilayered
Density Design provides the arrow stopping power needed
and the E-Z Tote Handle allows for easy transport making it a
great choice for camp or home. Arrow removal only requires
one finger and the Buckshot Field Point Target is waterproof
and long lasting." 

Morrell's new Buckshot Broadhead Target has an easy-to-
aim Buckshot pattern and Multilayered Density Design. The
target measures 18 inches by 16 inches by 18 inches and
weighs 15 pounds. Its E-Z Tote Handle makes the Buckshot
easy to carry and great for camp. The Buckshot Broadhead
Target will accept fixed and mechanical broadheads, it is 100
percent waterproof and provides easy arrow removal. For
more information call (800) 582-7438.
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Jason Pickerill,
Bear Archery's mar-
keting manager, holds
Bear's new Carnage in
front of Bear's tradi-
tional bow display
drawing attention to
Bear's total commit-
ment to all areas of
archery.

"The Carnage is a
completely new bow
for 2011," said
Pickerill. "The cam and
idler are machined
from 7075 aluminum
and pushed to the
limit. The meticulous-
ly positioned tung-
sten carbide perime-
ter weight created the
fastest, smoothest

and most efficient cam on the market.
The riser is longer and more forgiving
and we added a 4x4 roller guard (shown)
with eight sealed ball bearings for the
smoothest draw cycle and maximum
amount of efficiency.The grip is slimmer
with a narrower throat and the Carnage
features dual arch offset string suppres-

sors.To top it off we added max pre-load beyond parallel limbs.
The Carnage will definitely live up to its name as a real killer."

"With many more women entering the sport of archery
Bear now offers the Home Wrecker," continued Pickerill. "The
Home Wrecker is aimed at the woman in the family who is not
satisfied with second best. It is loaded with Bear quality and fea-
tures pink accents for that feminine touch." 

Bear is also planting its flag in the traditional market offer-
ing a complete line of recurves and longbows. In the spotlight
for 2011 is the Kodiak Magnum which is celebrating its 50th
anniversary.For complete information on the Bear line call (800)
694-9494.

Trophy Ridge has some exciting offerings for 2011. The
Judge sight
shown here uti-
lizes a techno-
l o g i c a l l y -
advanced sight-
ing system to
reduce sighting
in time at the
range. The Judge
incorporates a
multi-pitch screw
that allows the
archer to sight in
his bow at 20
yards using the
micro vertical

and horizontal adjust-
ments and then sight
in the next pin for 30
yards using the
Master Adjustment
Knob. At the same
time the Master Knob
utilizing the built-in
multi-pitch screw has
automatically adjust-
ed the remaining pins
for 40, 50 and 60 yards.That's it, all done!  

For archers preferring a single pin sight Trophy Ridge offers
the Alpha 1, a one pin slider sight with smooth, silent adjust-
ments and limitless pin settings.

The Hit-Man sight series offers 3, 5 and 7 pin sights with
bright fiber optics, built-in level and reversible sight mounts
allowing the sight to be used either right or left handed. The 5
and 7 pin models offer micro adjustment and rheostat sight
lights and choice of either .010 or .019 diameter pins. The Hit-
Man series offers the dealers sights with all the popular features
at a very affordable price.

Not new but one of the best kept secrets are Trophy Ridge's
arrows. The strong thick walled shaft with a silent slide coating
feature Armor Tough Inserts. Those inserts utilize an over the
shaft design to increase shaft integrity and add tip strength for
shooting under the toughest conditions.The shafts are available
in four grades, Wrath, Hailfire, Blast and Crush with straightness
of up to plus or minus .0008 of an inch and weights of plus or
minus one grain per dozen depending upon shaft selected.

An exciting new arrow rest from Trophy Ridge is the
Revolution. Once
an arrow is nocked
the Revolution's
launcher arm is
rotated into posi-
tion. The arrow is
now totally con-
tained even on let-
down. When the
string is released
on the shot the
Revolution rotates
to clear the
arrow's path in an
instant with zero
bounce back pro-
viding maximum
clearance regard-
less of vane size.
For information on
Trophy Ridge's
complete line of
sights, arrow rests,
quivers, stabilizers
and the many
R o c k e t
Broadheads call
(800) 694-9494.
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Bahram Khoshnood,
president of Impact
Archery is shown here dis-
cussing with dealers the
finer point of his sights and
stabilizers. One of Impact's
most popular sights is the
lightweight compact Spirex.
With 3 feet of .020 inch fiber

optics it offers bright pins in even low light and is blue light
adaptable for those wanting even more brightness. Machined
from aluminum, the Spirex offers dovetail windage and eleva-
tion adjustment and its mounting system is left hand adapt-
able. The Spirex is available in black, Lost Camo and AP Camo.

New from Impact for 2011 are its Python Stabilizers,
shown above. Available in 3, 5 and 7 inch lengths each stabi-
lizer has three highly efficient dampers for noise and vibration
reduction. For information on Impact's complete line of sights
and stabilizers call (770) 521-9173.

Visitors to the Muzzy Products booth had a chance to
see its newest
broadheads. Added
to the line-up of
broadheads for
2011 Muzzy offers
the MX-3 125 and
MX-3 75 heads.
"The MX-3 100
grain has been a
popular head for
us," explained
Muzzy's CEO Fred
Settles. "We were

receiving a lot of demand for a 125
grain model and with many
bowhunters wanting a compact head
we decided to offer a 75 grain model
as well."

The MX-3 75 grain head at top
left features a 1-3/16 cutting diame-
ter, a full 3/16 wider than Muzzy's
standard 75 grain head and the MX-3
75 is also 3/16 inch shorter making it
very compact. The MX-3 125 grain
head at lower left also offers a 1-3/16
inch cut and both heads feature .025

inch thick blades. A set of practice blades are included in each
pack. For information on Muzzy's entire line of products
phone (770) 387-
9300.

Chuck Pella right
of Paradox was kept
busy chatting with
dealers and writing
orders. Paradox is a
leading manufacturer
of quality braided
bow slings in a wide
variety of styles and
color combination.
Paradox's original
BowSling continues
to be popular while
the SynSling is available in an all-synthet-
ic scent-free model. The Elite Series is
identified by its double-wide wrapped
braided strap giving it a distinctive
appearance. The ProSling Elite features a
powder-coated metal clip that allows for
quick and easy installation and adjust-
ment.

New for 2011 is the addition of
Realtree AP camo to the SG and NG series
slings. Also new is a leather model that uses the same film
used to camouflage the Mathews bows in Lost Camo.The result
is an exceptional look and a perfect match. For those into exotic
slings check out the new BowSling Elite-Gator which joins the
Elite-Zebra which was the first in the Exotic series. For complete
information on the Paradox series of bow slings phone (610)
593-6900.

Vince Kite,
sales and mar-
keting manager
for Alpine
Archery, holds
two of Alpine's
new Lil Guff
bows. "The Lil
Guff is a high
end quality bow
that is scaled
and propor-
tioned for the
youth user at an
a f f o r d a b l e
price," said Kite.
"Everyone talks
about the need
to get youth
involved and
here at Alpine
we did some-
thing about it
by making a
bow designed
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specifically for them. The Lil Guff is a Jim Shockey signature
bow that is adjustable from 17 to 23 inches in draw length
and 10 to 35 pounds in draw weight. The Lil Guff is all
machined aluminum with rotating modules."

"Our new F1 Fireball features Alpine's first forged riser,"
Kite continued. "The forged riser is stronger, quieter, produces
less vibration and its reflex design ensures added perfor-
mance. The F1 Fireball has newly designed limb pockets, is
shootable, quiet and fast. For 2011 the F1 Fireball will be the
racehorse in Alpine's stable."

Among Alpine's nine exciting new bows for 2011 is the
Concorde Infinity. Built on the proven Nitrous riser the
Concord Infinity has new limb pockets and a different limb
angle that provides a longer axle-to-axle length of 40 inches
and an 8-1/8 inch brace height. Also in the new line up is the
Blush for the gals and the Mako, Alpine's first bow designed
specifically for the bowfisherman. For information on all of
Alpine Archery's bows and accessories call (208) 746-4717.

Blacks Creek is the manufacturer of an extensive line of
high quality back packs and equipment cases for all dealers.
New for 2011 is Blacks Creek X series of packs offering a vari-
ety of styles and sizes to fit every need. For the female hunter
the all new She series of backpacks is ergonomically designed
specifically for the female form. Specially styled She bow
cases round out the She case series.

Black's Creek also offers the industry the only Mathews
Signature line of bow cases and packs, sold only to authorized
Mathews dealers. New for 2011 Blacks Creek introduced the
soft sided Z7 Xtreme
case shown here for
the new 2011
Mathews Z7 Xtreme
bow. This extremely
attractive case with
plenty of storage will
be available for only
a limited time mak-
ing it necessary for those who are interested to order soon.

The Z7 case series is a semi-rigid case that fits all
Mathews Z7 bows. The case comes with an arrow tube pock-
et as well as an interior organizational pocket. Also available is
the Mathews Passion Case with attractive pink accents featur-
ing a soft padded interior for bow protection and lots of stor-
age available in three exterior organizational pockets, plus
there is an arrow tube pocket.

For those archers desiring a rigid case, Blacks Creek offers
both a rigid case and a rigid case with a removable soft case
included. Both cases offer arrow storage and the crush resis-
tant PillarLock System for added equipment protection.

The new Mathews Xtreme Bow Sling makes the bow easy
to carry.The sling attaches and detaches from the bow quick-
ly and has a built in pack with organized pockets. The Xtreme
Bow Sling can be worn around the waist as a
fanny pack when not attached to the bow. The
Mathews Signature series comes in black and
yellow and a non-Mathews version is available in
camo that will fit any bow. To learn more about
Blacks Creek's line of products call (208) 455-
1996.

TenPoint Crossbow Technologies CEO and Chairman
Rick Bednar holds TenPoint's new Carbon Xtra CLS. "The mar-
ket has been calling for a lighter crossbow," Bednar said.
"However there is a sweet spot when it comes to weight. A
bow that is too light can add undesirable shock and vibration.
However by utilizing a woven carbon barrel that floats inside
the stock on the Carbon Xtra CLS and the Carbon Fusion CLS
we reduced the weight by 20 ounces while actually reducing
noise and vibration at the same time."

TenPoint has added the 185 pound Stealth XLT to its line-
up for 2011. The Stealth XLT is a premium-level adaptation of
the Turbo XLT for those bowhunters looking to move up to
TenPoint's top-of-the-line performers.

TenPoint has redesigned the SteddyEddy monopod for
2011.The SteddyEddy offers quiet 360 degree movement and a
friction fitting socket that snaps to the underside of the cross-
bow barrel. A recess has been built into the design of the stock
on the Carbon Fusion CLS, the Phantom CLS-S and the Stealth
XLT to allow for quick and convenient storage of the crank han-
dle for the ACUdraw. TenPoint's new RangeMaster Pro scope
features a variable speed and arrow drop-compensator for
crossbows shoot-
ing between 275
and 365 feet per
second. Also new
for 2011 is the
ACUrope. The
ACUrope is a fully
r e t r a c t a b l e
portable cocking
mechanism we are
showing below.
The ACUrope elim-
inates traditional
rope tangles, knots
and the unsafe
practice of hang-
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ing the cocking rope around one's neck. When not in use the
rope retracts into the grip and the grips dovetail together and
slip inside a belt-mounted holster. The ACUrope works with
any brand crossbow and will make an excellent add-on sales
item for the dealer.

The Maverick HP has been added to the line-up in
TenPoint's 6 Point Series. The Maverick HP is a faster perfor-
mance-enhanced addition to the middle of the 6 point series.
The 175 pound bow with HL limbs and HP cams delivers 325
feet per second. For more information call (330) 628-9245.

Wicked Ridge Crossbows by TenPoint attracted a steady
steam of dealers interested in this entry level crossbow brand.
For 2011 both the
Invader and the
Warrior "A" pack-
ages come with
an upgrade to a
m a g n i f i c a t i o n
scope, three
arrows, a six
arrow quiver and
a Wicked Ridge
e m b r o i d e r e d
sling providing
more value for
the customer at
an affordable price. The Wicked Ridge accessory line has also
been expanded for 2011 giving the dealer increased oppor-
tunities for add-on sales. For more information call (330) 628-
9245.

Alan Lotton, vice
president of market-
ing for Limbsaver (left
in this photo) was kept
busy updating dealers
about the latest
Limbsaver develop-
ments. For 2011
Limbsaver's Proton
bow has been fine
tuned with speed
nocks added to the
JBK strings. The grip
on the riser has been
slightly repositioned
and the cam modified
while more material was added
in specific areas of the riser to
increase strength. While the
modifications were slight they
were all intended to squeeze a
little extra performance out of
an already great bow.

With the growing popular-
ity of crossbows Limbsaver
stepped up to the plate to provide the best in vibration and
noise reduction. The Ultra-X Limbsaver and the Stirrup
Dampener were the result. The Ultra-X is larger with a wider
base to dampen unwanted noise and vibration. The Stirrup

Dampener is designed to attach to almost any
foot stirrup providing an added level of noise
reduction.

The popular S-Coil stabilizer now has a spi-
ral design (see photo) that independently iso-
lates and dampens vibration at an increased
rate. Its compact design also complements
today's slimmer risers.

For 2011 Limbsaver has also redesigned its
popular modular stabilizer for increased efficien-
cy and it added colors to the line. For more on
Limbsaver products call (877) 257-2761.

"For 2011 Beman is aim-
ing at speed, accuracy and
overall performance,"  said
Nate Pilcher, marketing coor-
dinator. "Our Beman arrows
are deigned for high speed
and flat trajectory and com-
bined with our lightweight
nocks and inserts they deliv-
er just that."  

"Added to our Bone
Collector series for this year
is a Bone Collector Junior
arrow designed specifically

for lighter draw weights and shorter
draws," continued Pilcher. "The Bone
Collector Junior will provide the best

result for the shooter efforts
which is critical to keeping
the youth interested." 

Beman targets the cross-
bow hunter with its Carbon Crossbow arrows. The
ICS Lighting Bolt and ICS Thunder Bolt combine
speed with the durability of C2 carbon construction
and Beman's precision components. For additional
information on Beman arrows phone (801) 539-
1400.

The futuristic Easton booth shown below saw a
steady flow of dealers writing orders for the upcom-
ing year. New for the indoor target and 3D shooter
for 2011 Easton offers the Full Bore arrow shaft. The
large 27/64 of an inch diameter combined with
Easton's tight tolerances provides a mix of speed
and size that Easton says is the perfect combination

for indoor tournament competition where every point
counts.

If the quest is
bowhunting the
answer must be
Easton's Axis Full
Metal Jacket.These
arrows utilize a
high-strength N-
Fused carbon core
wrapped in a full
metal jacket that
result in deeper
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penetration. Due to the smooth aluminum shell they're also
quiet across a rest.

Easton offers both carbon and aluminum crossbow
arrows to meet the increasing demand of the expanding
crossbow market.The carbon Bolt is offered in both black and
Realtree camo. While HP inserts are standard, a heavier brass
insert is also available for the bowhunter desiring a greater
FOC. XX75 aluminum bolts are made from a 7075-T9 alloy for
greater strength and are available in either an anodized solid or
camo finish. Both carbon and aluminum bolts are available with
either flat or halfmoon nocks.New for 2011 is the FMJ (Full Metal
Jacket) crossbow arrow.The carbon core wrapped in a full metal
jacket is heavier (13.7 grains per inch) than normal crossbow
arrows for larger game and increased penetration on all game.
For complete information on Easton's complete arrow line call
(801) 539-1400.

"A diamond is
rock solid and so
are our Diamond
bows," said Sam
Coalson, marketing
director for
Diamond Archery
by Bowtech. "The
Diamond bow is
durable, depend-

able and value minded giving the bowhunter a big bang for his
buck."

The Dead Eye is the flagship of the Diamond line with the
Fugitive the volume bow and the Outlaw a quality bow at an
entry level price. Diamond prides itself on its R.A.K. equipped
bows.R.A.K.stands for Ready, Aim, Kill and R.A.K.equipped bows
are ready to shoot out of the box. Each component is purpose-
fully selected to match the Diamond bow and is careful installed
and tested at the factory. These components consist of a sight,
arrow rest, wrist sling, peep, bow quiver and stabilizer. For more
information on the Diamond line call (541) 284-4711.

BowTech created a stir at the opening of the 2011 ATA
Show with a 30 minute count-down to the unveiling of its new
bow. Crowds filled the area surrounding the BowTech booth
jamming the aisles. Loyal dealers were on hand like Nathan
Herold, owner of Butch's Sports World located in Palmyra,
Missouri. Nathan (lower right) was sporting the BowTech tattoo
he received at last years show declaring that he "Refused to
Follow." Sam Coalson, marketing director for BowTech was kept
boxed in by the crowd as people tried to get a peek at the new
bow. When the big moment arrived
Coalson removed the drape in one
swoop revealing BowTech's new flag-

ship bow the Invasion CPX.
"BowTech is all about innovation

and technology," Coalson said. "We
never look back because we are always
two steps ahead. BowTech intends to
aggressively market our technology
keeping us in the forefront of the mind
of the consumer’s mind and that means
our dealers will be in the forefront of the
consumer as well. We will be marketing
our ICT (Industry Changing Technology)
symbol and when the consumer sees it
he knows he is buying original technolo-
gy from a leader in the industry."

BowTech bows feature Overdrive
Binary Cam technology, Hardcore Limbs
for increased speed and extreme dura-
bility and the Flex Guard which termi-
nates riser torque. The Invasion CPX fea-
tures a forged riser for unrivaled strength
and a two piece wood grip for ergonomic comfort plus a carbon
rod string stop. The Invasion CPX weighs in at just under 4
pounds, has a for-
giving brace
height of 7 inches
and produces 343
feet per second
IBO. For informa-
tion on BowTech's
bow line phone
(541) 284-4711.

www.shootlikeagirl.com

Now Available for Retail
Shoot Like A Girl

Logo Wear!ggggggggggggggggggggggg

Great ROI!
Contact
Karen at 

karen.butler@shootlikeagirl.com
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Lee and Tiffany Lakosky endorse the new hot Sugar Beet
Crush and Sugar Beet Juiced by Wildgame Innovations and
were on hand signing autographs and talking to fans. Deer go
nuts over sugar beets and these two products are fast acting
attractants sure to put deer in front of your stand or camera.

The use of game cameras have exploded and Wildgame
Innovations offers a huge selection. The Pulse 10X will satisfy
the most demanding user with 10 megapixels, a 90 foot flash
range and is WiFi capable with YN1 module, (not included).
The IR8X is an 8 megapixel unit with a 60 foot sensor range
and large LCD programming screen. It comes in a package
with a 6 volt rechargeable battery and a universal battery
charger. For those preferring video the AC5X is a 5 megapixel
infrared action video camera with 60 frames per second at
1080x720 resolutions and up to a 4X digital zoom.

To meet the increased demand for electronic game calls
Wildgame Innovations offers the Echo electronic game call
from Flextone which comes preloaded with 100 calls. The
Echo offers remote control activation of up to 300 yards. For
information on all of Wildgame Innovations products phone
(800) 847-8269.

Evolved Habitats offers a wide variety of food plot seeds
designed to attract wildlife as well as provide protein and
mineral supplements. New for 2011 is the Bones and Beard
blend which is suitable for both deer and turkey.The mix con-
tains a special blend of clover, chicory and small burnet. It is
highly adaptable to most regions of the country and can be
planted spring or fall in most areas. Also new for 2011 is
Clover Crush and Rack Radish Crush food plot blends both
endorsed by Lee and Tiffany. In addition to its extensive line of
food plot seeds Evolved Habitats also offers a complete line of
attractants for deer, bear and hogs. Call (225) 638-4094 for
complete information.

From the sounds coming out of
the call at the Flextone booth this
might have been a duck dressed up
as a young man. This boy was an
excellent caller but before we could
get his name he took off, literally.
Flextone offers a complete line of
deer, turkey, elk and waterfowl calls.
New for 2011 is the Gunslater II. The
Gunslater II attaches to the gun and
accepts the user’s favorite slate or
glass call.The Gunslater II allows the
user to angle the call for the most

comfortable and convenient
position. Also new for 2011 is the
Thunder Chicken 1/4 Strut
Decoy. The new Thunder Chicken
(at right) is a jake gobbler that
only shows the front of the
turkey breast.This  makes a realis-
tic decoy while making it easier
to carry than a full size decoy. It
can be used with either the fold-
ed jake fan included or with a real
fan from a harvested bird. For
more information on Flextone calls and associated products
phone ((877) 993-4868.

CamoFX is a camouflage face coloring system engi-
neered to simultaneously apply a high definition camouflage
pattern quickly, evenly and accurately where needed.
CamoFX comes in an easy to apply container that can be
totally enclosed with a lid when not in use for convenient
storage. Eliminating the need for a bulky and cumbersome
face mask Camo FX also eliminates
the annoying fogged glasses that are
common when wearing a face mask.
CamoFX is available in Real Tree APG
HD & AP HD pattern colors; and new
for 2011 is its Mossy Oak Infinity pat-
tern colors, Mathews Lost Camo pat-
tern colors and CamoFX Ground Blind
Black Out. CamoFX is easy to apply
and remove and resists smearing after
application. For more information call
(317) 439-1976.

Kevin Turan of
TreeLine Treestands
takes a break in his
TreeHugger stand. The
TreeHugger is a large
solid comfortable hang-
on stand. To install the
stand a Hugger-Lok Tree
Bracket is first installed
on the tree and then the
stand is "hung" making
the installation quick
and easy without the

struggle often
associated with
large stands.
Having several
H u g g e r - L o k ' s
allow the user to
easily move the
stand from loca-
tion to location
or remove and
replace them in
minutes thus
preventing theft.
The TreeHugger
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utilizes state of the art bending and sheet metal forming to
eliminate straight lines and mimic the forest canopy for the
ultimate camouflage.

TreeLine also offers a climbing stick. The Vine by TreeLine
gives a whole new look to the conventional climbing stick.
The round tube design allows each section of the Vine to
pivot independently conforming to the shape of the tree.The
bent configuration again mimics tree vines helping to con-
ceal the ladder. For more information on TreeLine Treestand
products call (256) 350-1002.

Sarah Hudzinski, manager of marketing services for
Koplin, shows off Koplin's new BowBoot bow case. The
BowBoot is a hard case that can be mounted, depending
upon the mounting system, on either an ATV or on the newer
popular side by side UTV's. The BowBoot provides maximum

protection for
the equipment
while allowing
quick and easy
access. Koplin
makes a com-
plete line of
ATV acces-
sories many of
which are tar-
geted at the
b o w h u n t e r .
Such ATV
accessories can
make great
add-on sales

for the archery pro  shop. For complete information on
Koplin's products call (877) 956-5746.

Larry Kendall of Muddy Outdoors shows off Muddy's
new Bloodsport fixed position stand which measures 26x20

inches and weighs
in at a lightweight
10 pounds. The
Bloodsport is
designed for pack-
in hunts or anytime
weight is a consid-
eration. The seat
and platform can
be adjusted to level
the stand as
r e q u i r e d .
The  new
Bloodsport
has an
a t t r a c t i v e
flat black
finish and it
e m p l o y s
M u d d y ' s
p o p u l a r
rope cams
to attach to
the tree. The

rope cam system provides a
solid mount and offers quick
and easy one hand operation
allowing the hunter to quick-
ly install the stand. For infor-
mation on all of Muddy
Outdoors equipment call (877)
366-8339.

Edward Haney shows off
Trijicon's new high tech AccuPin
bow sight. The AccuPin has sev-
eral unique features including a
single aiming point that appears
as a floating triangular dot for a
totally unobstructed view of the
target. However the heart of the sight is a dual transmission
sight mechanism with a large laser etched dial. The infinitely
variable transmission allows the shooter to adjust the pre-cal-
ibrated sight dial to the speed of the bow/arrow combination,
(for speeds between 245 and 335 feet per second).

The first step is to select a calibration number from the
graph supplied with the sight that corresponds to the speed
of the bow/arrow combination. That number is then set on
the calibration adjustment knob dial and the dial locked in
place. The AccuDial is then set to 20 yards and following the
directions supplied the sight is adjusted to impact the center
of the target at the 20 yard distance. Once the 20 yards sight
setting is complete the sight is set to 40 yards and checked at
that distance. Once the check is complete the bow is ready for
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any distance
between 20 and 80
yards. The aim point
can be set as
desired using the
pre-calibrated dial.
For full information
on the AccuPin
sight call Trijicon at
(248) 960-7700.

Here Gary
Mastin of Twisted
Timber Treestands
demonstrated the
stand's ability to
hang straight on a
twisted tree. He also
provided a photo
showing the stand
in use in the field.
The ability of the
Twister Treestand to
suit a wide variety
of tree
configurations gives
the bowhunter more
options to place his stand in the best place for a shot rather than
having to settle for a tree that works with his present stand.

The stand's
secret is in its base
that allows the
stand to be posi-
tioned off-center
while remaining
vertical. The stand
can also be adjust-
ed for a backward
leaning tree and
the platform and
seat can be lev-
eled independent-
ly as well.The com-
bination of all of
these adjustments
makes the Twisted
Timber Treestand
suitable for just
about any applica-
tion. Call (507)
822-3867 for more
information.

The IQ Bowsight brings a new dimension to bowsight
alignment. The IQ Bowsight incorporates a Retina Lock into
the top of the sight housing. The Retina Lock is a floating
black dot on a light green background and once centered the
Retina Lock provides instant feedback that will identify even
the slightest torque as the black dot moves off center. The
manufacturer says a bow torqued by 1/4 inch will result in a
miss of over 10 inches at 40 yards.The Retina Lock detects this

torque before
the shot allow-
ing the shooter
to make the
necessary cor-
rection. The IQ
B o w s i g h t
requires no batteries and is four axis adjustable.
It is available in a four or seven pin model in
either right or left hand and uses .019 inch pins.
For more information phone (715) 395-0533.

In ArrowTrade's constant effort to keep its
readers informed and up to date its staff was

kept busy on the
show floor getting
coverage for the
March Show issue and
finding out what's
new. Here Mike
Raykovicz (right) of
ArrowTrade talks to
Dustin Whitacre,
media communica-
tions manager for
MossyOak.

In the photo
below, Business Editor
John Kasun (left) is
interviewing Butch
Thomas of Morrell Manufacturing. Look for more information
about ArrowTrade’s editorial team in the “From The Publisher
Column” on page 8.
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